
Year 1
Daily learning

11.2.2021



How are you feeling?

How do you feel today?
Can you draw an Emoji face to show your 
feeling?
Can you write a sentence to support your 
emoji face?



11.2.2021

Handwriting  (14A)

Let’s unload the car.
Then we can unpack the picnic.

Spelling 
every
everyone
everybody
only
old
Can you put these words into some sentences?



Phonics 
Please follow link below and take part in the lesson. 
If you are unsure which group you are in please ask.
Miss Daley’s phonics group (set 1) –

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/MXmsUEL6/7DtcMtcY

Mr Gregory’s phonics group (set 2) –

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/fbeD02fv/A25VScc3

Mrs McCurrach phonics group (set 3) –

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/jF0tMdep/EOl43qZv

ALL - Try these red words (common exception words) from the green story books.

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/Vr4ceIT5/fxItKFaV

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/MXmsUEL6/7DtcMtcY
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/fbeD02fv/A25VScc3
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/jF0tMdep/EOl43qZv
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/Vr4ceIT5/fxItKFaV


Year 1 Punctuation ladder lesson –

Can you help me fully punctuate my sentences below?
Remember to read them first and then rewrite them with 
the correct punctuation. I may have made a few mistakes.

is it time to go home

Today is thursday

my name is bob

I went for a walk and I jumped in some puddles

Talk to an adult – tell me about what you were learning today. 



English -

This term we have found out that owls live in woods. 

Firstly can you be creative and draw your own new woodland creature and 
find some adjectives to describe your new creature.

Next can you use these adjectives and write a sentence for your new 
creature under each of the following sub-headings,

Appearance –

Habitat –

Diet -

Be creative and mix lots of your favourite woodland animals together. For 
example your creature could have the wings of an owl on a foxes body with 
the feet of a mouse and the spikes of a hedgehog.



Maths – Fluent in five

6  6  6  6  6  6  6  6  6  6
7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7  7

20 - 1 =
20 - 3 = 
20 - 5 =
20 - 7 =
20 - 9 =  



Maths – Comparing number sentences    

Talk to an adult - Tell me about what you were learning today.



Maths – Reasoning and Problem Solving



Common exception words
Please learn these five common exception words this week. You must 
be able to read and spell them correctly. Remember these common 
exception words are very important as they will help you read fluently. 
They are the words we used to look at every day after lunchtime and 
the red words in all the phonics books we started.

so

by

my

here

there

Can you put any of these words in a sentence?



Music – Listen to the following owl songs.
Which is your favourite and why?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=7kEjZH
KXLDg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkFSJrNBsDE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_XxjG6Ox5k

https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=7kEjZHKXLDg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mkFSJrNBsDE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_XxjG6Ox5k

